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The Serious and Unserious Thoughts of an OT
Hidden and Enforced Ethics

Many of the things that LRH has said on the subject of
Ethics and the first three Dynamics were said long
before he was himself a Clear, all before he was OT 7.
All his pontifications have received the same credence
as Tech, despite the little observed fact that Tech has
been altered and refined many times against the stat of
workability. Does it work for everybody, every time,
and produce results? Ron ' s opinions unfortunately have
not gone through this scientific refining process, yet
they have been absorbed into our culture at the same
level of credibility. "Ron said it so it is unalterable
Gospel " .

I believe this fact is at the root of many of our
troubles both as a group and as individuals. With the
advent of the Bridge auditing ceased to be an adjunct
to life and lovingness and, for some time, it

.became

the purpose for living itdelf. This the fertiliser
that nourished the root which for many has borne a very
bitter fruit.

The result has been a quest for the necessary case
change that will make life and lovingness an absolute
on the first three dynamics. Apart from the datum that
absolutes are unobtainable these case changes, which
for many had been the hidden standard for their
auditing, did not occur. What went wrong?

In the first place the original goal of Scientology
"the playing of a better game " was replaced by the goal
of "clear the planet

" . Its disappearance is so
complete I was unable to find it anywhere in my
Scientology library so that I could quote it in full.
My first editions have long gone and the reprints only
admonished us not to pass any word we had not
understood.

Up to the time of the new goal and the advent of the
Bridge, auditing was about improving one's ability to
play a better game, gains along the lines of positive
gain on the things one didn't play so well at. Since
then the view is negative gain and specific EP's that
get one on to the next level. One's personal
difficulties had become less important than this
breakneck rush to the edge of the Universe and out.
What

you
gained on the way was a bonus and not to be

expected. Model session brushed aside these un-
important problems so auditing and the all important
Bridge could be got on with. Hope of release lay in
the next level and was the bunch of carrots that lead
us on and on, always via Treasury. Life and
livingness, the ocean to be embarked upon, after the
golden case change.
Austere Ethics turned the screw on this situation even
harder. "Man was basically good" and therefore if he
was still being bad, or just not so hot, it was his
case. His difficulties were general badness,
"motivators" for his overts, never his inability to
play a better game. So, he had better not play certain
games at all until he's got the requisite case change.
How he was supposed to know if he was winning this
uneven battle if he wasn't even playing, I don't begin
to know. These artificially installed hidden standards
of "fit for play " seemed to do more for finance than
for one's game.

So, where did these hidden standards come from? Well,
most of them from Ron's views on ethical behaviour
befitting Homo Novis across one's personal dynamics,
one to three. The fact one was still Homo Sapiens, at

least until the mythical case change, was quietly
glossed over. Ron had pontificated it, so that was it.
"Ron stopped play" not "Rain"! The rest came from our
own personal losses when we did venture out to play
with our game unremedied as unimportant. The fact you
did not have to be OT 99 to play the MEST game, which
is all we were trying to do at a personal level, had

been overlooked. Sure I want to be OT 99, but I cannot
see withholding living is going to do much for me in
this direction because I have to learn to play a better
game on all ten dynamics to make it! You can ' t do that
sitting on your thumbs waiting for a miracle. You
can ' t get from MEST being to OT 99 without a lot of
living and scars to show for it. Playing is about
winning AND LOSING, not being so damn powerful it is
all a push-over. You cannot change something if you
cannot have it as it is. THAT INCLUDES YOU. If you
are not willing to stick your neck out, and possibly
lose, you are not willing to have yourself as you are,
and the decision "not fit to play " puts the lid on it
permanently.

If you don't believe me, look around and check over the
following observed facts about yourself and your
friends. Over here we have a bunch of guys, eyes down,
devotedly (and misguidedly) still following Ron ' s
version of the True Third Dynamic. A third dynamic
where every possible and impossible action is laid down
by Policy, ED, Flag Order and Rons other pontifications
even to the correct manner of arranging a bowl of
flowers! Whose third dynamic? Their own personal
third dynamic and their first and second dynamics are
for the birds. Whatever you elect to be the Causepoint
in your affairs will rule you and all the dynamics
below it and you've had it. The only Causepoint you
can ever have is your own, but you must be prepared to
goof occasionally or frequently, as the case may be.
Over here we have an unbunched lot of guys, so
unbunched they barely form a group. Their havingoess
is so shot by the Church and its unreality about
personal lives, that the only thing they can see to do
is to remedy that havingness pronto, like yesterday.
Many are trained auditors, supervisors and admin-
istrators and all that skill will be lost by lack of
use. Others just don't feel up to doing anything about
their Scientology third dynamic (when they've sorted
out their own case perhaps). They were backed down
long ago by the Church and its overt "Ethics". Our

.third dynamic as a group has sunk down to the level of
the rest of the planet, "try and earn a good living and
buy things". A few are devotedly pushing on trying to
resurrect Scientology as it used to be or should be but
without the help of the rest of the group they have an
unenviable task. If we are there just for our own
personal auditing, we are missing out as a group.
Eventually they will cease to be there for that purpose
if we go too far in that direction. We don't have a
third dynamic this way. We must all chip in if it is
to survive. That doesn't mean just the other guy
because you are too busy. IT MEANS YOU.

As to the second dynamic the situation seems even worse
probably because Ron had much to say on this subject
from day 1. He even implied it was nothing to do with
a thetan anyway, and that love was just as likely to be
overts against ones current paramour, and earlier
similars and s4 on through all his own barriers and
problems on the subject. Finally, he stated it was the
most aberrated of the dynamics and therefore could not
be regulated, and then promptly tied everyone up in
knots with horrendously unobtainable ethics, dis-
connections and general interference in a quite natural
phenomena. Everyone is doing it as the song said so
maybe LRH is a long way from the last word on this
ambivalent subject. To my mind the facts outweigh the
opinions. So here goes. Sc. 8008 states the Sex wave
to be just below the Aesthetic wave which is nearest to
the thetan. So, unless that was written-in a lot later
than the set up of this universe and its agreements,
which I doubt is even possible, sex as a subject
existed long before bodies. So it HAS to do with a
thetan. The route out has something to do with
responsibility and havingness across the dynamics
which, by their very nature, have got to do with other
universes, (three universes theory). So I figure if
you can't confront, duplicate and make it go right with
just one other universe to cope with than your own,
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(your mates), then how the blazes are you going to cope
with the myriad universes that exist across the rest of
the dynamics? If that is true and it observably is,
then it has to do with a thetan, and your Bridge out.
It is not by-passable whatever LRH says. His view, as
far as I can see, has more to do with the eternal
monastic vows of Chastity, Poverty and Obedience,
(sounds familiar). This is dramatised in the Sea Org.
(This makes a very cheap way of running Orgs
efficiently (*)). It is very easy to restimulate
eternal vows, (hear Moral Codes What is a Withhold) to
get compliance and, after all, it is the greatest good
across the dynamics as seen from Rons 4th dynamics to
waste a few hundred people and save the World (* Hu!
Clear the planet again). The fact that the public got
involved with this extravaganza is more than somewhat
deplorable, it ' s diabolical.

I observe, (if someone wants to check the stats they
can) Scientologists have a far higher turn-over of 2nd
Dynamic relationships than the rest of the universe.
It's down to Reality change or some such balderdash.
You cannot destroy ARC, you can only obscure it with
mishandled comm, out ruds and overts. The manipu-
lations of Mother Church, and the demands of a 2nd
Dynamic Ethic that is way above our current case level,
makes you potentially wrong before you even jump into
bed. Too often we go the way of the world and argue
and fight one another instead of "reaching for an E-
meter", as once Ron suggested (if you can't pull your
mates withholds you can always crown him with it!) For
the untrained, and anyone else if suitable, just sit
down when the storm has blown over, TR's in, no Q and
A, and find out which comm of your beloveds you
mishandled. That is using ones tech, a very much
neglected subject in this context. If that doesn't
handle, then there ' s marriage counselling and auditing,
but you have to be willing to make it go right. Some
peoples ' version of this is to stay right out of the
game altogether, others a sideways view not too willing
for a full commitment, and the occasional marriage. I
thought scientology was about confront and com-
munication, so how come? Wogsville seems to have us
beat hands down on this one. Ever thought maybe it has
something to do with your difficulties with dissem? As
a group, our third and second Dynamics are no shining
example to the unenlightened and they have no idea of
the subjective freedom a Thetan can enjoy on the first,
so it is very difficult to sweet talk your way round
that. The unenlightened can be very perceptive of our
problems, they live with them! Rons view, I agree,
gives one more to bite than one can chew, but that has
nothing to do with life and livingness.

As to the first dynamic, having disposed of the
Church's narrow view of the subject, and the resultant
enturbulation to ones finance lines, where are we?
Reconnection Subscribers issue 1, provided an alarming
answer. It seemed more like a hand-out for the
Theosophical Society than a magazine dedicated to
reconnecting the unconnected. Interesting to hear what
the rest of the World is doing in lieu of Scientology,
and I am in favour of having a look-see and broadening
our horizons. Ron has said there is a lot in these
side issues, and thank god there is, or our task might
be even worse. They wouldn't even begin to know what
we were on about. I draw the line when I see
Scientologists way up the Bridge going in for these
minor issues, boots and all, in a thinly veiled
description of Scientology lines. I would agree the
Bridge is oversold and leavep a lot of loose ends on
one ' s case, but I would disagree the material up to AA7
wasn't 1000% necessary. Your forever is going to be a
pretty dimmed business with that lot unhandled, as you
would sooner or later find out to your absolute cost.
So what about these loose ends? Sure the side issues
may make a dent in them or even clear a few up, but if
you really know your tech you'll find the difference
between what they are doing and tech rests mainly in
semantics. They just have different words for the same
truths. I would say roughly two thirds of the
available tech, and that includes some very meaty stuff
in the green volumes, isn't part of the Bridge! It's
useable, available, and in the hands of an enlightened
C/S who is willing to handle the Pc in front of him
instead of the robotic insistence in the bridge we are
used to, can handle the problems better. (and not stir
up stuff, which if you knew about. you'd rather not
have disturbed 'til you get there) It's your thetan,

but my bet is Scientology works fast and safe with a
good C/S, so I see no percentage in looking for greener
fields with pot-holes elsewhere. Auditing apart, it
used to be said (but a very long time ago) that 50% of
one 's case was lack of data, not Bank. The old PE
course used to regularly produce case changes (20 pts
raise in IQ) Since those humble times a veritable
mountain of data has appeared from our prolific Ron,
but who uses it in their everyday life? Have you even
read it? It's there in the green on white, pure
freebie, if you want to wade through on your own or
there are counsellors working purely in this field.
Again some data that was not emphasised, perhaps it had
something to do with the fact that counselling has
always been a field activity so the Church didn't stand
to gain by mentioning it.

So what are we to do about these hidden and enforced
ethics we have absorbed with Mother Church ' s milk?
First, you can spot where you are withdrawing from play
due to considerations about your case, spot the ethic
you are subscribing to and believe you're not up to,
and lower your sights to something you can make while
playing. Ease up on yourself, dare to be bad at
whatever it is, and you'll make it because you are
basically good when you trust yourself. Gradient
scales resolve problems so you want a rising stat, not
perfection that stultifies doingness. I am not
advocating. permissiveness and irresponsibility, just
more life and livingness. How well you play your game
is part of your bridge. The reason he didn't tell you
that is because life and livingness is a "no charge"
invoice for the Church. So they sold you the Bridge
A little publicized datum that sums this up, which I
cannot find a quote for (!) (probably from a tape
lecture) puts the necessary'gradient in on the dynamics
and should resolve the dilemma of over-demanding
ethics. Viz, each Dynamic contains all the other
dynamics as symbiotes (entities and energies which aid
survival, tech dict.). This you can reach from right
where you are, no straining, no postponing till an
undefined when. The simple ethic here is, to do the
best you can for your sybiotes, the rest of the
dynamics. They are aids to your survival, not the
demanding entities'Ron has made them. The honest ones
among us have been making out that way for trillenia or
our culture would not have survived this long. In
spite of what the media have been pushing out as news,
most people lead reasonably productive lives and
achieve some happiness muddling along on a symbiotic
basis. With our tech we should be able to make it zing
along. Then maybe they would notice we do have an edge
on them without having to do a Div 6 number on them to
convince them. We would be the good news just by
living and playing better.

Letting the PC have his win when he F/Ns should not be
waiting for the next session, but to go out and live a
bit more. Find the barriers by doing so and remedy
them with auditing and counselling. That way you will
F/N all the way to OT 99, and have a ball as well.
Have fun.

Irene Mumford.

ATACK ' S. STILL TALKING

I was heartened by the response to
Reconnection 13 - I am still alive. Several people
have even thanked me for the information. Fools:
You should have thrown me out while there was still
chance.

' Eric Townsend ' (a likely name:) asked me to
review his book, The Sad Tale of Scientology. I in
turn asked Steve Bisbey to review it, because I
felt that my specialist point of view would be
over-critical. It probably will be, so please keep
that in mind.

Before making final alterations to the
manuscript, the author gave it to me for comments.
I annotated the whole thing, so was surprised when
the author said that he didn ' t want to see my
corrections, because this might interfere with the
sale of my own book. So unfortunately there are
factual errors in the book. Most are fairly minor
though.
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I was disappointed that LRH ' s real biography
wasn ' t dealt with. After my initial comments the
author decided to avoid the topic, though I did
send him quite a detailed analysis. I also spotted
the traditional Church approach to certain topics
( the great conspiracy for example - which it seems
to me was rather LRH ' s plot to take the world
over), relying upon information given by the
Church.

Apart from that, the book provides a simple,
and strightforward account of the development and
history of Scientology, including the Independents.
As such the book will be valuable to newcomers -
rather than you sitting down and spending the
interminable hours that it takes to explain it all.
If you think they should know LRH ' s true history,
you can always give them Reconnection 13 (or buy my
book when it comes out).

Jon Atack.

THOUGHTS OF A SEPTUAGENARIAN SCIENTOLOGIST,

I had intended this month to write about Authority but
having read the Jan/Feb and Subscriber Issue No 1 of
Reconnection I discovered that John Atack had already
stolen my thunder and had covered much of the ground
that I had intended to deal with so I have to write
about something else. Robin Scott's excellent article
on Dr. Peebles has raised some points with which I
should like to deal. I do not want you to regard
anything that I have to say as being in any way an
invalidation of the Dr. and his views. Regard me
rather as being some sort of Devil ' s Advocate so that
his worth may be fairly evaluated.

By way of introduction let me say that I was involved
with the Spiritualist Movement in this country for more
than 25 years and since I was a speaker and
demonstrator on the platforms in and around London for
most of that time I can speak from a long, first hand
experience. Now much of what Dr. Peebles has to say,
judging from the cassette of his talk of March 1984
differs very little from trance addresses that I heard
50 years ago. My introduction to a Spiritualist
meeting was when I went with my father one Sunday
morning to hear a trance address from a Guide named
Moon Trail, through the mediumship of Horace Hambling
who was recognised as the finest trance orator that
there was at that time. Horace and his wife became
close friends of the family and we learnt a great deal
from them as well as seeing some very ama7ing physical
phenomena at private circles in our home.

Later in that career I realised that the finest
philosophy without the techniques that would enable one
to put it into practice rendered that philosophy
platitudinous - and there were plenty of platitudinous
speakers in those days. My father and I were, in the
opinion of a high ranking official from a very
important Spiritualist Church in Sutton, two of the
finest six speakers in the Movement at that time.

After I became a Scientologist I heard one of. my
father's addresses and realised that whilst he was
brilliant at expounding and analysing a social problem
he was totally lacking in the ability to provide a
workable solution to it. It is pointless to say 'Love
your neighbour' or 'Love your

enemy' if there is no
practical way of removing the, barriers that prevent you
from doing so. This is where Scietttology scores
because it does have really workable techniques.
I feel that I should say a few words about the trance
state since it is not one that is entirely
satisfactory. The spirit, discarnate entity or
disembodied Thetan, call it what you will, has to work
through the mind of the medium in a way that is
somewhat akin to hypnosis. Consequently the medium's
analytical and reactive mind can interpose a barrier
and can even distort the matter that the spirit is
trying to put through. There is the thing that the
Spiritualist calls ' power ' which limits the time of
effective communication. It is when this power is
weakening that trouble is most likely to occur.
Another point is that the sitters can also influence
what is coming through since a long telepathic
influence is at work. On the positive side this can
result in the spirit picking up an unspoken question
from a member of the group and answering it. I have
not only seen this occur but have experienced it myself

when I was not in trance but what we termed ' over-
shadowed'. On the other side is that a strong thought
desire for a particular answer to be received can
produce that answer whether it is accurate or not. To
illustrate I would mention the statement of Dr. Peebles
in the March tape that Ron was in his body. Now if
this was what the listeners wanted to hear and were
expecting to hear, this could produce this answer
whether it was so or not. I do not wish to infer that
this is what happened but to indicate that it could.

Now I would like us to take a look at the nature of the
disembodied Thetan. Some years ago a dignitory of the
Church of England stated that a person is the same five
minutes after death as he was five minutes before.
Apart from the question of shock this is perfectly true
and there is no sudden change in outlook. Being
disembodied does not mean that the thetan becomes an
all wise fount of truth and wisdom. Therefore any
communicaton from him, even if received without any
distortion through the trance state must be treated
with exactly the same amount of common sense as would
be given if delivered from an embodied person. The
trance state or any other manifestation from 'the other
side of life ' has a fascination from those who have not
previously encountered such phenomena, as I know from
experience, but one has to be objective. I have often
said that if I had to have a patron Saint it would be
St. Thomas, the doubter. Here I would like to quote
from Frank Herbert's Heretics of Dune when he writes
'Cling to your doubts. Doubts are necessary to a
philosopher'. Since Independent Scientology is ex-
panding the area of thought beyond that of Ron's it may
be that there will be more exploration of psychic
phenomena and that is why I have felt it necessary to
make the points which I have. There is the mention of
clairvoyance in Robin 's article. This has its place
but it was, and probably still is, the curse of
Spiritualism because the vast majority of Spiritualists
are far more concerned with phenomena, and the more
material the messages the better they like it, than
with the philosophy. There is danger here for the
gullible. I had a close personal knowledge of a lady
who bought and sold houses on the advice of 'the
spirits' contacted through her own psychic powers and
lost thousands of pounds in doing so.
Now to deal with some of Dr. Peebles' views. He
offers the idea that we are all part of one another and
not separate. This is totally contrary to Ron's
declaration , that if you process a person towards one-
ness his case deteriorates but to process him towards
separateness and the awareness of his own unique
individuality is to get case gain. This outlook is a
fundamental part of the PDC lectures which are much
concerned with achieving real individuality and the
power that it produces. I have, through Scientology,
become very aware of myself as an individual and would
now hate to think of myself as part of a mass with no
separateness. Individuals can and should combine into
workable groups rather than go it alone but that is
very different from all being one. The idea of
spirits emanating from Spirit is one that is widely
held in many occult religions, Theosophy and
Rosicrucianism being examples. This includes the
process of involution from the top down to planet Earth
and evolution up the grades again. Seven stages in
all.

Dr. Peebles is obviously a Deist, as I used to be at
one time but from that I went on to a state of being
agnostic - it may be so I do not know - but when I
contacted Ron's views on this subject they seemed to me
to have more validity and I have become more free and
able. Twice in the PDC lectures Ron says quietly that
there are gods and makers of gods. He puts forward
the idea that if God created everything then no other
creation is possible so that he can create nothing
independently and that this is all part of the
mechanics of keeping us enslaved and unaware of our own
vast powers. If we are all individuals it is a very
effective control mechanism to make us believe that we
are all insignificant parts of something else. The
whole MOT (or should I say messed) universe is
designed as a vast theta trap to prevent us from being
effective Operating Thetans If this is all nonsense
then so are the upper levels of processing, and those
of us who have done them know all too well that this is
not the case. It should be noted that Buddhism, to
which Scientology is related, is not a theistic
religion. This I learned first hand from a Chinese
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Buddhist who was an assistant at my Branch Library one
time. It should also be remembered that Perfection is
a no-games condition and to recognise oneself as
Perfect is to put oneself into that condition.
I was told by a friend who loaned me the cassette that
one lady had said that she had gained more from Dr.
Peebles' lectures than from the whole of AA5. This is
loose thinking since the two are not comparable. Dr.
Peebles is concerned with philosophy whilst AA5 is
Dianetics and that is concerned with the body. As Ron
says in a bulletin for the HSDC, Dianetics can achieve
a Scientology result but it isn't designed with that in
view. To return to Dr. Peebles, I found that his
views on the relationship between the C of S and the
Liberal Scientologists reminded me, most irreverently,
of the lines in The Milkado 'and he is right as right
can be to argue in this kind of way, and I am right and
you are right and everything is quite correct... ' when
to most of us it isn't. Certainly we should be
tolerant to the C of S and grant them beingiess even if
they do not do the same to us. It is a fundamental
truth that what is sown must be reaped.

To conclude then, what it comes down to is that the
individual must find the philosophy which he finds to
be most practical and workable for him. Because I
believe with Ron that we are all individuals it is most
unlikely that there can be one philosophy which can
encompass all of us. I went through the 'Only one'
phase when I was a young Spiritualist. Anything
adverse that was said about it could not possibly have
any validity and was due to the ignorance of the
speaker or writer. It was not until I was in the period
when I was a committed Scientologist but still working
in the Spiritualist Churches that I learned to be more
rational in regard to both. Ron himself told his
listeners that they should not believe anything that he
said - apart from matters of Tech - just because he
said so. The criterion was to look at the matter for
oneself and to see if it works. This surely is a
sound guide to us as we explore new areas in our search
for truth and understanding. For myself, Scientology
has proved the most workable thing that I have
encountered to date but I am always open to the
possibility, the probability even, of finding something
that is even better. We find the philosophy or way of
life that is most suited to us for the particular stage
in our spiritual evolution so that we should always be
prepared to envisage change since that is what enables
Man to survive but there is little point in change for
change sake. So I would say, hold on to the old until
the new is found to be truly better. I do not
discount the views of Dr. Peebles, after all he might
be right but I have found that Ron's philosophy on
points where the two men differ to be more acceptable
and workable for me at the stage that I have reached.

Leonard M. Dunn

NOTES ON DRUGS

In Scientology there has been a lot of material written
about the subject of drugs. I believe this came about, at least
in part, because of the high number-of druggies coming into
Scientology and onto staff. No survey was apparently

ever
done to

discover why this was and none of the materials contain a
ny

speculation about it. These materials make the point that drugs
are usually taken to handle body somatics. This is obviously true
in the case of medical drugs and a proportion of street drugs. I
have had a great deal of experience with drug cases, in life, also
as a auditor and C/S. There is a category of people, probably the
majority in my experience, that took street drugs out of
curiousity, because of the prevailing culture or because they
wanted to change their awareness level. Drugs provided the
confirmation, proof or experience that change of awareness was
possible and that this change initially seemed to be a positive
one leading to more drug use. Continued use, however,
demonstrated that drug taking had negative aspects to it and that
long term use caused a deterioration in mental state. At this
point druggies tended to go in one of two ways: 1) They resorted
to even more drugs and sometimes hard drugs such as Morphine and
Heroin. (There is an explanation for this in the book Creation of
Human Ability: "Unconsciousness itself is a certainty which is
sought by many individuals who have failed repeatedly to reach any
high level of awareness certainty") or, 2) Now knowing that higher
states of awareness could be achieved, sought out a non chemical
alternative way of doing this without the liabilities of drugs.
Most of the druggies who became Scientologists, often after
investi5ating several other religions and mental practices, were
from thi c 1 act nat pnnrv_

Unfortunately such people were subjected to a lot
invalidation in the Church for their drug and former practi
history. The issues that came out in 1977 and 1978 about L
villified the character of LSD'cases and also barred them f:
joining the Sea Org, regardless of whether or not they h
completed a full Purification R/D and Drug R/D. This was despi
the fact that a great many of the Church ' s good executives (the
were some you know!) and tech terminals were themselves LSD case
The Flag Order preventing LSD cases joining the S.O. regardless
case state meant, by inference, that LSD cases couldn't be handl
- contrary to the HCOBs on the subject that said they could.
LSD case was therefore put in a category similar to ECT cases T,-
were, and still. are in the Church, stuck with their ECT engr
because Church policy on the subject meant that it ,
continuously being mocked up for them long after it had b~
handled. (ECT cases suffered partly because of LRHs larg,

personal vendetta against psychiatrists. He was concerned tt
such cases, if they weren ' t handled, could be used by enemies
discredit Scientology, and this did occur. It must also be no ,

that SOME Psychiatric cases can be in a very over-restimula
condition or very prone to one. C of S organisations did not h
the facilities to properly care for these cases, neither
independent groups.)

I consider it criminal the way that ISD and ECT cases w ,

labelled and prevented from ending cycle on the subject beca
Church policy kept putting it there long after the person
erased it. Perhaps this explains to some degree Endless D
Rundowns and, in the case of ECT, the engrains of it continua
coming up in auditing.

There is no question that drugs are bad and advers ,

affect the mind just as the HCOBs say they do. Marijuana (or
resin) is an hallucinagenic drug which, in its best quality fo:
can produce effects similar to, and as considerable as, those
LSD. Its destructiveness is underrated in my view. The point t'
needs making is that a lot of druggies were good people, am
people, were not psychotic or physical wrecks, and wanted
change themselves and others for the better.

A lot .of "LSD cases" were actually not LSD cases.
(Lysergic Acid Diethylamide) hasn ' t been generally available i
pure high quality form since the early 1960s when it was mr
illegal. Few people in the late 1960s and the 70s experienced
phenomena described by the "High Priest of LSD" Timothy Leary,
by Huxley before him. Leary, as a psychiatrist (later to bec
an ex-psychiatrist), had access to pure LSD before it illegalis-
Those people who had ,the real McCoy will know who they a-
Contrary to the Media and popular belief it takes an exp
chemist to produce pure LSD. A tiny proportion of the bl
market "LSD" produced since the mid 1960s was the genuine stuff
small amount of poison, or almost any drug, could be, and w
passed off as LSD. It produced mild hallucinations and satist
the uninitiated.

While I was Qual Sec at Saint Hill in 1979 a girl th
was prevented from joining the SO by someone in the GO because
ONE so callled LSD trip. I had interviewed her and establia
that what she had taken couldn ' t have been LSD. My protestati
were ignored and she went away disheartened and with a bunch
blunted purposes.

In my experience the attributes assigned to LSD cases
HCOBs

were
often not present to any high degree and, when t

were, they were also present before the person took it. I've a
encountered a lot of cases who had never taken drugs and were
far worse shape than druggies.

Categorising types of cases is useful for techni
purposes and case handling. If a C/S does it it's part of a
confidential folder. LABELLING PEOPLE can be an invalidative
dangerous thing to do.
Steve Bisbey
AAC East Grinstead C/S

Dear Reconnection,

Perhaps it is my own fault for being sufficiently inquisitive
nosey? - to subscribe to the special edition of Reconnection,
therefore to feel a little disturbed by an article entitled
Ron Hubbard - a view from the outside". Be that as it may I
I must comment.
The article mainly consists of documented ev'dence to show
much of what LRK'said of himself and most ott what the Church
out as promotional P.R. on him was tantamount to a tissue of
and that the truth, therein presented, is somewhat different.
make the point the article went into six parts and I am bound
admit that somewhere around about the middle of Part Three, I
up, in a state I can only describe as ' irritated boredom ' (per
2.4 on the tone scale). In other words I was just floore
sheer monotony!
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From listening to, I would dare to suggest, just two or three of
Hubbard ' s taped lectures, I think one could easily gain the
impression of Ron as an adventurous kind of individual, much
travelled, with a great interest in a certain kind of truth, i.e.
'I have something here that gives results - maybe you

' d be
interested? - but not particularly the kind of truth that relates
to where precisely he was and exactly he was doing in midsummer of
say 1921 - such as, well if he was addressing a troop of boy
scouts on the virtues of team spirit, that would be OK, but if he
was in the barn trying his first curette that would not be so
OK. (Personally the latter I find more interesting, as it shows a
developing interest in the experimental approach to research,
rather than a leaning to pomposity.)

No, I never doubted that Ron is no George Washington and if he
lied then so do most people; and if he towers above us because of
his sheer ability to get things done, at least a penchant for
stretching the truth about himself makes him real and
understandable in aother way. (After all he does firmly state in
"The Creation of Human Ability" that he is a human being.)

As serious, if not more so, I found Jon Atack's article
"Parallel ' s" in Reconnection 14 in which he ably demonstrates that
engrains and how to discharge them was known to Breuer and Freud as
far back as 1858 and that others reported on the phenomena
subsequently, but before the publication of DMSMH in 1950. Again
all this I do not doubt and who knows that going even further back
the same discovery has not been made and left unreported, its
importance overlooked and so, soon forgotten.

J ; charge that he finds it impossible to call LRH the 'Source'
or 'Founder' of Dianetics I find much harder to swallow however.
The word DIANETICS did not, I belive, exist before LRH coined it
and the nearest most good English dictionaries come to it, is the
word DIANOETICS, which means something along the lines of
"appertaining to logical thought or discursive reasoning". No, in
my view LRH was and is the Founder of DIANETICS and always will
be. For if he wasn ' t, then who was? Freud and Breuer had their
own theories and systems, which were tirelessly put before
establishment medicine and science until perhaps much, was at last
grudgingly accepted by those arbiters of truth and acceptability.
Others noted a phenomenon - remember Linnaeus, he did a lot of
noting, but it did not further botany as a real science very much.
A popular book is quoted as referring to it (the engram) again -
though I think it is possible that this latter was not an attempt
to publicise an earth-shattering or even key discovery, but just
to point out an importance without necessarily high-lighting the
degree of importance.
I cannot see how one can escape from the fact that LRH coined the
word DIANETICS and defined it very precisely, (even on the book
cover), and taking data which he may well have re-discovered
personally; (one might well read other fields of scientific
endeavour here, where one could still find those who would argue
as to who first discovered what, e.g. was it the Russian Mendeleef
or the German, Lothar Meyer, who discovered the periodicity in the
prrnerties of the chemical elements?) - and organised them into a
r tle whole.

Further, though, Hubbard recognised the engrain as the whole basis
of mental aberration, which other researchers apparently failed to
do, (see Axiom 58 of Scientology: Intelligence...............the ability
to evaluate relative importances) and also felt it to be of
sufficient importance to bring all of what he found to the public
of our world, as a whole. (It is relatively easy to be a
'scientist' and say, "well I'll tell the other good scientist
fellows what I've found and let them be the judges", but it is (a)
not easy to do over the years what Ron has done and (b) definitely
beyond the pale to popularise your research and address the layman
directly. (I know because I have heard a professional scientist
express his distaste for an equally well qualified colleague who
does write popular books on modern physics and astronomy.) Also
it might be observed that if you genuinely perceive your fellows
to be "physically out-of-true" - then that means everyone,
including the mightiest minds of science, as well as the common
man, one is left with, 'who is qualified to judge?' Certainly not
this or that expert, so perhaps we should all know!

In fact to say that LRH did not found DIANETICS - that subject we
all know - not some word from the dusty pages of a multi-volumed
dictionary - I consider is to do a, basically highly idealistic,
extremely able and valuable human being, a great disservice.

Sorry Jon to disagree so vehemently, but despite all his sins I do
believe this to be LRH's due.

Thank you, though, for the article, its honesty and the fact that
it moved me to make this reply.

Regards, Chris Agar.

SOME THOUGHTS OF A SEPTUAGENARIAN SCIENTOLOGIST

No.2 Individuality Leonard M Dunn

In my late teens I became a Spiritualist and was soon a speakE
and demonstrator in the churches. Spiritualism was, and is
mainly concerned with the proving of survival after death am
apart from its Seven Principles it has no real philosophy of i`
own. Consequently we speakers who did not want to talk abo
nothing but phenomena had to go outside the movement to find sor
sort of philosophy to put over which would be of some use
people. There was one book which used to be described as ti
Spiritualistsible. This was in tune with the infinite by Rai.
Waldo Trine which presented a comparatively workable way
handling lie and its problems. Later, of course, I start
putting over Scientology in may addresses and it was then that
was gently and politely eased out. The congregations loved it b ,

the church officials didn ' t because it wasn't spiritualism. Th,

to, were victims of an only one computation. We, in Scientolog
are more fortunate that we do have a very fine and really workab
philosophy as well as out Tech.

In the first letter that I wrote to Jon Atack before I became
independent Scientologist I spoke of the C of S bowing down to tt
Great God Tech. and forgetting the humanity which is at the ve:
heart of our movement and is a central factor in Ron ' s philosoph:
For me there are two sets of lectures which are may 'Bible' namel
the Philadelphia Doctorate Course and the Phoenix Lectures. The
are both mainly concerned with the life and activities of t.
thetan which, after all, is the real life and very secondary
the mechanics of MEST and essential to our ability to handle t'
physical universe until such time as we can operate outside of i

To me, one of the most important aspects of our philosophy is th .

we are all individuals. This is something that is easy to say b-
often difficult to realise and to accept. We do so often tend
expect to be as we are but the only thing that we really have
common and which makes us one is the reactive bank and i
implanted additives- and even then some people don't have the
These things, however, when present do represent the greate
barrier to our realisng our individuality but that, of course w
the original intention. Above the entrance to the Temple at Delp
were the words KNOW THEYSELF - so admirable in concept but
difficult to attain. One of our major troubles is that the wor
is too much with us, as orie poet expressed it.

Not all readers of Reconnection are high level Scientologist
some are newcomers and it is only reasonable, therefore, that
should pay some regard to their needs and to deal with matte
that are quite common place to those at higher levels but it
often advisable even for Pre O.T's to take a fresh look at o
basics from time to time. Ron recommended that after each ma,-:
level of training or processing one should re-read our literati:
not merely to refresh the memory but to gain a deeper insight fr
it as the result of the gains one has made. It is a truism th
Scientology does. not do anything for you but enables you to
things for yourself. It gives you the tools but you have to
the work. It points out a road but you have to walk it and
doing so you learn more and more. Returning to our bas
philosophy in the light of increased awareness does pro&
amazing insights.
It may seem superfluous to say that we are all thetans but unt
one has experienced exteriorisation, even if only for a br:
time, one does not have a very great reality on what tr
statement means. Understanding that one is totaly different f:
the physical body can be largely theoretical. Once one has 1
the experience of theta perceptics one ' s horizon expands and k_
has quite a different outlook on life. One of the greatest mower
in processing is when one exclaims 'I AM MYSELF' and really kne
what this implies. It is something very closely connected w
the concept of freedom and is the point at which one realises t}
one is unique and it soon follows that one is able to pursue onn
own individual path. Perhaps we should call this phenomel
'individuation' because it separates us from the mass of human:
but, at the same time, gives us a greater awareness of our dut
to our fellow men and enables us to be of greater service to the
A lot of people were up in arms when Alistair Crowley, who
regarded with some measure of favour by Ron in the PDC lector:
wrote 'do what you will shall be the whole of the Law'.
critics maintained that if we were free to do whatever we liked
would result in selfishness, chaos and anarchy. An interest
revelation of tone level! These people never completed
quotation which continues 'and the whole of the Law is Lov'
Individuation demands high levels of tone, ethics
responsibility and it is the absence of these that make Anar
and Communism unworkable excepting by those who have th
qualiies. Incidentally, what is generaly called Communism th
days isn't. Political Communism is a form of Socialism which
quite different from the creed which says 'from each according
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is ability: to each according to his need' which shows a
realisation that we are not all equal.

Many years ago I observed that many members of the C of S staff
were operating at a much lower tone level that those with
equivalent training and processing levels who were outside. This
lead me to the realisation that since we are individuals we
respond to training and processing in our own individual ways. I
do not mean to imply that it was only staff who were at these
lower levels but that was where I was able to observe the
comparison. A high level of training and processing does not
automatically mean a high level of ethics, responsibility and
tone. As far as the C of S is concerned this has become very
apparent over the last couple of years or so. Ron said that the
more you process people towards the concept of individuality the
better their case gain but the more :cu process them towards one-
ness the worse they become. The level at which one operates is
dependent, to a large extent, on the amount of what Ron calls
'Free Theta' that one has as one comes into this round of living
and this depends upon how one has responded to the experiences of
one's totality of living in one's multitude of lives. It is
interesting to note that in astrology and some Eastern religions
which use it there is a strong distinction 'made between the
individuality and the personality. The first, denoted by the sun
in a chart, represents this totality of experience whilst the
latter represented by the moon is concerned with-the part of the
totality that is brought into the current lifetime.
It was a growing complaint with me, over a number of years, that
the C of S was gradually working towards conformity and uniformity
instead of towards individuality. As long ago as the late sixties
I quipped that Scientology teaches one to be free but the moment

one exercises this freedom they label one a suppressive.
i.__Je days that is too true to be funny. My experience at the AAC
at East Grinstead last year was quite the reverse of this and from
what I have heard from others this is equally true of other AAC's.
To revert to the C of S, it seems much easier to deal with people
en masse instead of on an individual basis and they were probably
well intentioned in trying to take Scientology to the greatest
number of people in what they felt was the quickest possible way,
the end justifying the means but Aldous Huxley in his book, "Ends
and Means" makes it perfectly clear that ends do NOT justify the
means - they determine the ends. How tragically true this is of
the C of S these days.

I said earlier that part of individuation is the full acceptance
of responsibility but this, too, is not as easy as it sounds.
Just look at the column on responsibility in the tone scale in
Self Analysis. In my case I found that full responsibility did
not come until I had completed OT III but the process started when
I discovered that I had a service facsimile which was to pretend
to take responsibility. Individuation is a gradual process but
the end result, I repeat, is to make one different from all others
in one's own individual way. This is why generalities can never
be universally applicable. Ron has stated that one's case level
is as good as one ' s trainig level but it does occur that one can
have comparatively little Scientology training but still be at a
high case level. There is a most interesting PDC lecture entitled
M- -ry- not human. It was not until I heard this that I

:stood why I knew so much about a number of things without
bung taught them. I was on evening HPA course when the axioms of
Scientology first came out and I found myself explaining the
conditions of existence to fellow students who were having trouble
with them. On the other hand I could never quite understand that
space is a viewpoint of dimension until some years later when a
fellow student on another course told me to read the factors and
then it all became clear to me. Just an example of how
individuals do differ.

In my opinion, for what it's worth, individuation is the most
basic and the most important thing in the whole of Scientology and
we have the best way that I know of,achieving it. I put it this
way because as I said in may previous article, this sort of
knowledge is not Scientology ' s alone and there are many many ways
to spiritual insight and understanding in this vast universe of
which planet Earth is such a small part.

NOTES ON FAD TECH ,

FAD - Definition: Something everybody is very much interested in
for a short time; fashion or craze.

"Fad tech" gets a brief mention in HOOD 10 November 1970
and to may knowledge, nowhere else. I thought I would expound on
the subject a bit as it's occurring to some extent in the
Independent field.

The "newest and the latest" has long been of great
interest to Pcs, Pre-OTs and students. It hits right on one of a
thetans biggest buttons - CURIOSITY. It creates for him a mystery

sandwich. The C of S used this button to great advantage w
marketing Scientology. Every now and then some new R/D would
issued which was promoted as being able to solve this or that c
condition. Nearly all of these R/Ds were effective and produ
good case gain, but the idea that any ONE process or R/D w
solve someone's case is a false one. When a spectacular result
obtained in auditing it's not normally the result of any
technique but the result of a gradual and continuous removal
charge from a case. Pcs and Pre-OTs often fail to realise t
and attribute their big win to the particular process or R/D t,
were being audited on at the time.

Sometimes a partially trained C/S orders a particu
technique or R/D to be done, gets a spectacular result, t
believes that everyone needs it and orders it done -on everyone
comes his way. Worse still, he has a spectacular result on
own case with a particular technique and then, in his enthusia
assumes everyone else will, and runs it on everyone.

Pcs and Pre-OTs often look for THE process or techni
that will solve their case or produce some specific ability, a
or auditor who tries to supply this is a fool. LRH has descr_
such a person as having a "Magical Complex " (see HCOB 21 June
This isn ' t to say that the C/S should robotically do the gr
chart and shouldn't order the appropriate techniques and R/Ds
C/Sing for the Pc, but continually addressing a particular c
condition instead of unburdening the case with the standard cr
actions is folly.

According to HCOB 10 Nov 70 Fad tech in a group
organisation stems from an "inability to audit " . Skilled audit
with the knowledge and use of all the tech resolves c
conditions. "One shot " techniques are usually resorted to aftE
failure to do this.- Individual Pcs or Pre-OTs who resort to
tech have been improperly audited and C/Sed, haven't been aud_
at all, or can ' t or won 't confront the quantity of audit
required. A chronic case condition - didn 't get there in a day
isn ' t likely to be handled in a day. All cases are differf
often the technique or R/D you think is going to "crack someor
case" doesn't and the one you'd least suspect does. It's be

,

to use all available tech and get the person up through all
levels.

Some Scientologists don't know or understand this data
flit from one group or practice to another in search of
technique which is either going to solve their case condition
produce some spectacular ability. Some other Scientologist
practitioner, seeing a fast buck to be made and an uninfc
sucker, moves fast and whispers confidentially in his ear how
can do this or that with some new technique'or R/D. The kind
person who does this is rarely one who tries to deliver a comp
case handling. Beware of them.

The current Fad tech in the Church is the "False Pur
R/D " , this is a kind of rehashed Expanded Dianetics that ce
run on Clears. It was apparently issued as a result c
evaluation done at Flag to find out why Dianetic Clears wer
going up the bridge and concluded they were stopping themse
because of O/Ws and Evil Intentions! (The high prices ha
nothing to do with it of course!).

The resurrection of the largely unused Expanded Dian
tech was a good thing - it's too bad that it wasn ' t designed t
used where needed and was pushed off on people as a "why" on t
lack of progress up the bridge.

Some Scientologists have abandoned the bridge because
failed to attain a specific ability. Exteriorization with
perception is a classic example, I don't think that ever
realises that the current grade chart-actions are not designed
produce this. (Although all the tech on this does already exi
Exteriorization with full perception is the subject of an art
in the next "Reconnection " . This covers: is it desirable?
would people find it desirable? why doesn ' t it occur very of
and in theory how it could be stably achieved. (And it's no
one shot process either!)

Here's hoping for fewer fads and more stable case in

Steve Bisbey AAC England C/S
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